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Abstract: Services are quintessential in the current economical landscape. Enterprises
and businesses at large rely on the consumption and providing of services to ensure their
operations and to realize their business offers. That is, nowadays businesses all over
the world are interconnected with each other by complex service-centric webs called
service networks. The ubiquity and pervasiveness of service networks call for models,
methods, mechanisms and tools to understand them and harness their potential.

This paper investigates the modelling of the service networks with a focus on busi-
ness relationships and exchanges of software services among the involved parties. The
contribution of this work is threefold. Firstly, we provide an overview of what ser-
vice networks modelling can offer in combination with Business Process Management
(BPM) and Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) technologies. Secondly, we propose a
formalism to model service networks that depicts them as aggregations of participants
– e.g. enterprises or individuals – that offer, request, consume and provide services to
each other. With the goal of providing a foundation for the alignment between service
network- and business process models, we finally map the constructs of our service
networks modelling formalism to the ones of the Business Process Modelling Notation
(BPMN).

Key Words: service networks, service oriented architecture, software services, busi-
ness process management, business processes, BPMN
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1 Introduction

We live in “services times”. Services are paramount in the global economy. In

western societies like USA and Germany more than 60% of the work force is

devoted to the delivery of services [Maglio 06]. The meaning of the term “service”

itself is changing to keep up with the times. Originally, the economical meaning
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of service was (1) an intangible type of good or (2) a value-increasing addition to

a good [Maglio 09]. Nowadays, however, it has evolved to “the process of doing

something for another party, without reference to goods as the primary focus of

the exchange activity” [Maglio 09].

Everyone taps into services every day by using Google, Facebook, Twit-

ter, online banking facilities, webmail applications of choice, etc. But services

are not only an Internet-related phenomenon. For example, education at large

can be seen as a service system, as well as call centers, IT support [Maglio 06],

and telecommunication [Buford 01].From business perspective, the importance

of services for modern enterprises is such that it has led to the rise of the Service

Oriented Computing (SOC) paradigm [Papazoglou 07a, Papazoglou 08] and its

technological embodiment Service Oriented Architecture (SOA).

Enterprises rely on services provided to them by other parties for the re-

alization of their own service offers. The interconnections in terms of services

offered and required by enterprises shape complex webs called service networks.

Furthermore, service networks are not phenomena occurring only among distinct

businesses. In fact, service networks exist as well inside enterprises because of

the interplay among business units, divisions, departments, etc. In the turmoil of

nowadays globalized economy we need models, methods, mechanisms and tools

to understand and deal with service networks.

Service networks are at the crossroad of many different and converging dis-

ciplines, each approaching the topics from a different point of view and focus-

ing on different aspects [Maglio 09]. In the state of the art service networks

come under many names such as service system [Maglio 06, Caswell 08], ser-

vice ecosystems [Barros 06], and service value networks [Blau 09]. Approaches

to service networks with an economy focus are mainly concerned with the cre-

ation of value [Gordijn 01, Biem 08, Allee 08, Caswell 08]. On the contrary, the

business communities investigate the structure of organizations in service net-

works [Camarinha-Matos 06, Steen 02] and the related business models [And. 05,

Osterwalder 04]. The SOA and Business Process Management (BPM) communi-

ties focus on the technology to realize and operate service networks and automate

the business processes that take place inside them.

Our contribution comes under the SOA and BPM banner. We envision service

networks modelling as the means to gain better alignment between the business

and IT perspectives in enterprises. The enhanced alignment is achieved by (1)

providing an overview of inter- and intra-enterprise business relationships in

terms of service offerings and providings, (2) supporting decision making on

service networks in terms of business relationships between participants, and (3)

facilitating the propagation of changes from service networks to the underpinning

software service infrastructures and vice versa.

This work focuses on service networks built around software services, i.e. ser-
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vices that are provided over a software infrastructure and that do not involve the

exchange of physical goods between parties. We propose a formalism to model

service networks as aggregations of participants (organizations, individuals, etc.)

that provide services to and consume services from each other. Moreover, we lay

the foundations for aligning service networks with the technologies that under-

gird them. This is accomplished by establishing correlations between the service

networks modelled with our formalism and the business processes modelled with

the Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN) version 1.2, the de-facto stan-

dard for modelling the operational aspects of business processes at BPM level.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the running example

that is used throughout the paper to exemplify the proposed concepts. Section 3

outlines the role of service networks modelling with respect to BPM and SOA,

and shapes the overarching scope of our research. Section 4 presents the for-

malism to model service networks. In Section 5 we investigate the alignment

of service network- and business process models. The related work is treated

in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper by presenting the closing

remarks.

2 The Running Example: The SomeTunes Media Store

The running example of this paper is a fictional service network centred on the

online Media Store “SomeTunes” and encompassing SomeTunes’ customers and

the service providers it relies on.

The SomeTunes D, subordinated to Mango Inc, runs an online media store

offering services that sell music, movies and applications for mobile devices

(smartphones, tablets, handheld music players) running the Anthropoid mobile

operative system. Each of the service offerings of SomeTunes can be accessed

separately by its customers. For the sake of brevity, in this scenario we restrict

ourselves to four customers: Alice, Bob, Carl and John. The customers are in-

dividuals, and consume different combinations of SomeTunes’ service offerings.

Alice buys Athropoid applications, Bob buys some music, Carl buys movies and

their soundtracks, and John buys movies and unrelated music.

SomeTunes relies on external payment services for handling customers’ online

payments. Customers of SomeTunes can currently choose between the payment

services offered by the PayDude and OverlordCard companies. From the point of

view of SomeTunes, the particular payment service provider adopted in a given

transaction with a customer is of marginal importance because both of them

implement a common interface and apply equivalent commission fees.

SomeTunes does not develop the Anthropoid applications it sells. Instead, it

offers a platform for enabling application publishers to sell their products. The

platform has just been launched, and the only publisher currently using it is
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Snowstorm Publisher. Customers who buy Snowstorm Publisher’s applications

on SomeTunes are required to activate them by contacting a software service

provided by Snowstorm Publisher.

3 The Scope of Service Networks

This section discusses the scope of our research on service networks and their

application to the practice of BPM and SOA. Section 3.1 covers the modelling of

service networks. The analysis of service network models is treated in Section 3.2.

Section 3.3 describes how service network models can be used to depict either

actual or hypothetical service networks. Finally, Section 3.4 discusses the change

management of service network models.

3.1 Modelling Service Networks

Service networks modelling aims at providing an overview of the interplay among

service consumers and providers while abstracting from the technical details of

business process- and service composition modelling. Service networks modelling

is applicable to both inter- and intra-organization scenarios, which respectively

describe the interactions among organizations and, inside a business, among

divisions, departments, units, etc.

The description of a service network is a combination of several elements,

namely (1) participants, (2) the service requests and service offerings

that populate the network, and (3) the relationships between participants, e.g.

business relationships or service providings. The consumption of services

is implied by the service providings, i.e. providing and consuming a service are

the same relation from different points of view.

Our approach to service networks modelling adopts an instance point of view.

That is, our goal is to enable the modelling of concrete service networks, i.e. real

service networks that are made of actual participants (e.g. the SomeTunes Di-

vision in the running example) in contrast with the roles they play (e.g. Music

Reseller or Application Store). We wish to underline that role and instance per-

spectives on service networks modelling must ultimately reconcile. For example,

practitioners should be able to relate participants of instance service networks

to the more abstract roles they play. Bringing together instance and role points

of view of service networks modelling is in the overarching scope of our research.

However, in this paper we restrict ourselves to the modelling of instance service

networks because we believe that the instance point of view is the one on the

basis of which business decisions are taken. For example, when a business has

to decide which providers to rely on for the provisioning of some services, the

roles alone do not convey enough information about the available options, i.e.

the actual providers. Instead, business analysts need to visualize the concrete
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contracts, service offerings, etc., that are input to the business decisions and

that are available only from the instance perspective.

The participants in a service network are of two types: individuals, i.e. nat-

ural persons (humans), and business entities, e.g. organizations and consortia.

Participants can establish relationships among each other, which can be grouped

into business- and structural relationships. Business relationships describe for ex-

ample strategic alliances between organizations, and have implications on how

service networks operate and change over time.

Structural relationships model how the business entities and individuals re-

late to other participants in terms of organizational structures. One business

entity can be subordinated to another, e.g. the subordination of the SomeTunes

Division to Mango Inc. Another structural relationship is the affiliation of an

individual to a business entity, e.g. Steve Works (Mango Inc.’s CEO) is affiliated

to Mango Inc. Structural relationships are relevant to the change management of

service network models, because they may impose constraints to which changes

can actually be applied.

Participants in a service network can be both consumers and providers at the

same time. Consumers are participants that need services, and they issue service

requests to advertise their needs. Service requests state the characteristics of the

required services, e.g. in terms of functionalities and Quality of Service, and the

conditions under which they should be provided, e.g. acceptable price ranges.

Providers make their services available to other participants through service

offerings. A service offering is the description of a service plus information on

the conditions under which the service is made available, for example pricing

schemes and contractual obligations.

The consumption of services takes place over service providings. A service

providing is a particular type of relationship that occur between a provider and

a consumer and that consists of the actual delivering of one or more provider’s

services to the consumer. Service providings are regulated by contracts that

specify the terms and obligations that regulate the exchange.

3.2 Analysis of Service Networks

Service networks modelling aims at facilitating the management of service of-

ferings, requests and providings between and inside organizations. To reach this

goal we need analysis methods that support the decision making concerning

change and optimization of service networks.

The state of the art of service network analysis is still limited and currently

centered on the economical perspective (see Section 6). For example, in our

previous work we have investigated the optimization of value in service net-

works [Bitsaki 08a]. Other analysis methods focus on profitability and sensitiv-

ity [Gordijn 01] and value flows [Allee 08]. Future research will need to develop
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analysis methods that bridge the economical, operational and technological as-

pects of service networks. For instance, we envision methods for analyzing long-

term collaborations among partners to discover and prioritize which underly-

ing business processes and service compositions should be optimized. Another

interesting research direction is the analysis of service network for discovering

patterns of interactions among participants. Through the mapping to the under-

lying business process models (see Section 5), this would results in the discovery

of reference models and reusable fragments of business processes and service

compositions that will simplify the creation and management of value-adding

constellations.

Both local (one or more participants) and the global (the whole service net-

work) perspectives should be supported by the next generation of analysis meth-

ods for service networks. In general, the perspectives employed by the analyses

will depend on the scenarios depicted by the analyzed service networks. In ser-

vice networks that model inter-organizational business relationships, the anal-

ysis will mainly aim at optimizing the situation of single participants or par-

ticipant groups, i.e. local optimization. On the contrary, the analysis of intra-

organizational service networks could be performed from a global perspective

with the goal of optimizing the overall performance of the enterprise.

3.3 “As Is” and “To Be” Service Networks

Service network models either capture the state of existing interactions among

participants – service networks “as is” – or depict planned service networks – ser-

vice networks “to be”. Service network models “as is” will be created bottom-up

by extracting information from business process models, logs, service compo-

sitions, SLA agreements and contracts among parties. The analysis of “as is”

service network models will support decision making for adapting and optimiz-

ing the behaviour of participants, e.g. in terms of services provided or consumed,

explore possible optimizations, and detect underperforming participants on the

basis of monitoring.

Service network models “to be” will be created either top-down or by modi-

fying “as is” models. The analysis of “to be” service network models will employ

simulation and predictions to outline “what if” scenarios. The service network

models will then be used as starting points for implementing the business pro-

cesses and service compositions that will operationalize the business relation-

ships.

3.4 Change Management

Service network models change for a number of reasons. In “as is” service network

models, changes are required to keep the alignment between the model and the

reality of the service network.
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Changes to service network models result from the application of change

operators like the removal of a service offering, the addition a participant, or

the modification of existing service requests. The change operators should be

correlated with change operators for business process- and service composition

models to streamline the implementation of the changes through the technology

stack underpinning actual service networks.

In this paper we lay a foundation for the correlation of changes at the different

levels by analyzing the correspondences between constructs of service network

models and the ones of business process models in Section 5.2.

4 A Formalism for Modelling Service Networks

This section describes the formalism to model service networks based on hy-

pergraphs, i.e. generalizations of graphs in which edges – in this case called

hyperedges – connect two or more nodes. The constructs are exemplified on the

basis of the “SomeTunes” running example proposed in Section 2. We have de-

picted the running example in Figure 1 using a simple graphical notation instead

of showing hypergraphs for the sake of understandability.

4.1 Service Networks

A service network model is a directed hypergraph formally defined as:

Gsn = (V, E)

In a service network there are three types of nodes: participants (denoted by P),

service requests (R) and service offerings (O). That is:

V = P ∪R ∪O

The hyperedges of a service network represent either business relationships

(L), ownership of service offerings (Eo), ownership of service requests (Er), service
providings (Ep), service providing dependencies (Dprov) or participant internal

dependencies (Di).

E = L ∪ Eo ∪ Er ∪ Ep ∪ Dprov ∪ Di

In the reminder of the section we examine in detail the different types of

nodes and edges. In particular, Section 4.2 treats participants and business rela-

tions. Section 4.3 covers service offerings and their ownership. Service requests

and their ownerships are examined in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 treats service pro-

vidings and service providing dependencies. Finally, Section 4.6 discusses partic-

ipant internal dependencies.
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4.2 Participants and Relations Among Them

The participants of a service network are either business entities (denoted by

B) or individuals (denoted by I). That is:

P = I ∪ B

We wish to reiterate that participants in our service network models are

actual, concrete participants, in contrast with mere roles. In our scenario, we have

four business entities, namely Mango Inc, the SomeTunes Division, PayDude,

and OverlordCard, Snowstorm Publisher, and four individuals, i.e. the consumers

Alice, Bob, Carl and John.

We are aware of the fact that modelling each actual participant in a service

network will lead in some cases to an explosion of the number of elements in

the models, in particular when modelling customers in Business to Consumer

(B2C) scenarios. However, this is not a disadvantage of our approach itself, as it

is an issue that has been encountered for example in databases. And there are

valuable lessons to be learned from the database community. In future research

we will explore the possibility to support views in the modelling notation and

the connected tooling. Views will enable the collapsing of multiple analogous

participants (as well as service offerings, requests, etc.) in groups of manageable

size.

Participants in a service network can be connected by business relationships

that represent, for example, strategic alliances or partnerships. The role of con-

tracts in service network modelling is to set constraints to how the networks

(and the underpinning business processes) evolve. For example, the obligations

specified in a contract signed by two participants might prevent one to offer in

the future certain types of services due to a non-compete clause. In this work we

refrain from providing a formalization of generic business relations, and instead

focus on the structural ones (and the service providings later on). Structural

relationships pertain to how participants are organized hierarchically. Indi-

viduals can be affiliated to business entities, e.g. organizations. Affiliations in a

service network connect the individuals in the service network to the business

entities they are affiliated to, and can be formalized as follows:

A ⊆ I × B

In our running example we have no affiliations. However, it is easy to envi-

sion scenarios in virtual networks and/or human-provided services in which the

affiliation of individuals is an element to take into consideration in the modelling

and management of service networks.

Business entities can be subordinated to one or more other business entities,

e.g. divisions are subordinated to enterprises. Formally:

F ⊂ B × B : (b1, b2) ∈ F ⇒ b1 �= b2
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As a convention, the first business unit in the relationship is subordinated

to the second (b1 subordinated to b2 in the above formalization). In the run-

ning example the subordination relationship is exemplified by the fact that the

SomeTunes Division is subordinated to Mango Inc. We do not impose restric-

tions to the subordination, for example we do not require the subordination of

business entities to other to form a tree. This is because we wish to support the

modelling of virtual organizations, i.e. the business entity resulting from the shar-

ing of resources by independent organizations aiming at achieving some shared

goals [Camarinha-Matos 04, Zirpins 09], alongside the more usual hierarchical,

inter-enterprise organizational structures.

It should be noted that, in a sense, also service providings are relationships

connecting the participants in service networks. However, they to not exactly

connect the participants, but instead the service offerings and requests those

participants provide. We treat service providings separately in Section 4.5.

4.3 Service Offerings

The services in a service network (i.e. the functionalities that are exposed by

the participants) are represented as service offerings. In the running example

there are the “Sell Anthropoid Apps Offering”, “Sell Music Offering” and “Sell

Movies Offering” of SomeTunes Division, the two distinct “Payment Service

Offerings” of PayDude and OverlordCard, and the “Activate Apps Offering”

and “Provide Apps Offering” of Snowstorm Publisher.

Service offerings are aggregations of information that describe functional and

non-functional properties of the services that are offered. The functional prop-

erties specify what the service does, e.g. in terms of the International Standard

Industrial Classification of All Economic Activities (ISIC) revision 4 1. The non-

functional properties specify how the functionalities are carried out, e.g. in terms

of Quality of Service. The “Sell Music Offering” may contain, for example, the

following data:

– Functional Properties: (1) ISIC rev 4 codes: 4762 (Retail sale of music and

video recordings in specialized stores) & 4791 (Retail sale via mail order

houses or via Internet); (2) Supported File Formats and Bitrates: MP3 (512

kbit/s), FLAC, OGG Vorbis (512 kbit/s); (3) Digital Rights Management

(DRM): none

– Non-Functional Properties: (1) Download rate: from 50 KB/sec to 1 MB/sec;

(2) Download availability: 99%

The exhaustive enumeration of the types of additional information in the

service offerings is outside the scope of this work. Examples of such information

1 ISIC Website: http://unstats.un.org/unsd/cr/registry/isic-4.asp
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can be found in the pricing and legal profiles of the Unified Service Description

Language (USDL)2. Interested reader will find in [Andrikopoulos 08] a generic

way of representing functional and non-functional properties of offerings.

Each service offering in a service network belongs exactly to one participant.

Notice that in a service network model there might be distinct service offerings

that are equivalent because they contain exactly the same data. Equivalent ser-

vice offerings may each belong to different participants, or multiple may belong

to one participant that wishes the duplication for some reason. The ownership

relation between participants and their service offerings is represented by the

edges Eo that are formalized as:

Eo ⊆ P ×O : ∀o ∈ O, ∃p ∈ P : ∃(p, o) ∈ Eo ∧
� ∃p1, p2 ∈ P, o ∈ O : p1 �= p2 ∧ (p1, o) ∈ Eo ∧ (p2, o) ∈ Eo

It is possible for participants not to have any service offerings (e.g. the cus-

tomers in the running example).

4.4 Service Requests

A service request is a specification of the requirements that a participant sets

on the services it needs, e.g. acceptable QoS or pricing. The structure of service

requests is equivalent to service offerings’ (i.e. functional, non-functional and

additional information). However, while service offerings specify a description of

an existing service, service requests specify minimal requirements that services

must satisfy. For example, Bob’s “Buy Music Request” might specify that he

wants to buy music (e.g. in terms of the ISIC classification), the bit rate and file

format desired, but do not set any requirements on the DRM systems.

The relation between the participants and their service requests are repre-

sented by the edges Er. Formally:

Er ⊆ P ×R : ∀r ∈ R : ∃p ∈ P, ∃(p, r) ∈ Er ∧
� ∃p1, p2 ∈ P, r ∈ R : p1 �= p2 ∧ (p1, r) ∈ Er ∧ (p2, r) ∈ Er

Likewise service offerings, each service request belongs to exactly one par-

ticipant. Participants may however have equivalent service requests. It is not

mandatory for participants in a service network to have service requests (in the

running example this is the case of PayDude, OverlordCard and Snowstorm

Publisher). As a matter of fact in our modelling notation for service networks

it is possible for some participant to have neither service offerings nor service

requests, such as Mango Inc in the running example. This is a deliberate design

2 The USDL specifications are available at: http://www.internet-of-services.com/
index.php?id=54
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decision to account for situations such as when a participant has discontinued

its services – for example a company that gets bought out by another one – but

still retains business relations with other participants.

4.5 Service Providings and Service Providing Dependencies

A service providing is a relationship that connects one or more service requests

with one or more service offerings that satisfy them and the contract (e.g. the

license) that regulates the provisioning. The set of service providings in a service

network is denoted by Ep, formally specified as:

Ep ⊆ ℘(R)× ℘(O)× C

We recall that R, O and C denote the sets of the service requests, service

offerings and contracts modelled in the service network, respectively.

We have a flexible approach to service providings. We allow multiple service

offers and requests from multiple providers and consumers to be combined in one

service providing. One service offering might satisfy multiple service requests in

the same service providing. The opposite case is also applicable, i.e. a service

request is satisfied by a combination of service offers. Moreover, both service

requests and service offerings may be involved in multiple service providings. On

one hand, this enables the modelling of situations in which a service consumer

relies on multiple providers to satisfy a service request. In the running exam-

ple this is the case of the “Payment Service Request” of SomeTunes Division,

which is satisfied by two distinct service providings. On the other hand, we can

model situations in which the same service offering is involved in multiple pro-

vidings (i.e. it serves multiple customers), such as the “Sell Music Offering” of

SomeTumes.

Service providings are associated with contracts that specify the terms un-

der which the consumption of services takes place. In our running example, the

“Sell Music Providing” may be associated with an End User License Agree-

ment (EULA) that, among other obligations, forbids the redistribution of the

songs, fixes the terms for the termination of the licenses, and establishes the

conditions for the reuse of consumers’ personal data. It is outside the scope of

this work to model the structure of contracts. The interested reader will find

examples of methods to formalize contracts in [Daskalopulu 99, Telang 09]. Ad-

ditionally, it falls outside the scope of this paper to specify how service provid-

ings come into existence, e.g. in terms of the negotiation processes that leads

to them (see for example [Dang 06, Maglio 09]), how the discovery is performed

(e.g. [Meshkova 08]), or how the matching between service offerings and requests

is carried out (see for example [Kritikos 09]).

The relations between service offerings and service requests within one ser-

vice providing are represented by service providing dependencies. Service
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providing dependencies mark the fact that in a service providing some of the

service offerings may realize only some of the service requests. Modelling depen-

dencies in complex providings through service providing dependencies aims at

facilitating the change management of the service providings (e.g. when a pro-

viding is revised and consequently split in two distinct ones), and the mapping

of service networks to the underpinning BPM layer (see Section 5). The service

providing dependencies in a service network are formalized as follows:

Dprov ⊆ O ×R : ∀(o, r) ∈ Dprov ∃(R̃, Õ, c) ∈ Ep : o ∈ Õ ∧ r ∈ R̃

Consider “Providing of Movie + Music” between SomeTunes and John. The

service providing aggregates two distinct offerings of SomeTunes, i.e. “Sell Mu-

sic Offering” and “Sell Movie Offering”, and two requests of John, namely “Buy

Music Request” and “Buy Movie Request”. For readability, we have depicted

only the service providing dependency between “Sell Movie Offering” and “Buy

Movie Request”. In general, service providing dependencies can connect (pair-

wise) any number of offerings and requests inside the one service providing.

4.6 Participant Internal Dependencies

Participant internal dependencies are another type of dependencies in ser-

vice network models beside service providing dependencies. A participant inter-

nal dependency relates one service offering and one service request belonging

to the same participant. Its semantics is that the ability to provide the service

offering by the participant depends on the satisfaction of the correlated service

request. For example, the offering “Sell Anthropoid Apps Offering” of Some-

Tunes has two participant internal dependencies to “Payment Service Request”

and “Acquire Anthropoid Apps Request”.

On top of the dependencies between service offerings and service requests,

participant internal dependencies specify two additional pieces of information:

multiplicity and timing. The multiplicity denotes the ratio between the sat-

isfaction of service requests and units of related service offerings that can be

provided. In our example, each instance of the “Sell Anthropoid Apps Offer-

ing” requires the satisfaction of one “Payment Service Request” (every time

something is sold there must be an interaction with the payment service). Mul-

tiplicities can also be specified as intervals: the satisfaction of the “Acquire Apps

Request” one or more times (multiplicity “1..*”) allows any number of occur-

rences of the “Sell Anthropoid Apps Offering” (i.e. “*” in terms of multiplicity)

because once an application has been uploaded to the SomeTunes platform,

SomeTunes Division can resell it any number of times.

The timing of a participant internal dependency specifies the temporal rela-

tion between the satisfaction of the service request and the ability to provide the
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Timing Definition

equals

offering

request

meets

offering

request

during

offering

request

finishes

offering

request

Timing Definition

before

offering

request

overlaps

offering

request

starts

offering

request

Table 1: The definitions of the possible values of timing in participant internal

dependencies

service offering. The timing is specified using Allen’s interval algebra [Allen 83],

which defines a set of relations that specify all the possible ways two time inter-

vals can relate to each other, e.g. in terms of equality or overlap. The possible

values for the timing of the participant internal dependencies are shown in Ta-

ble 1.

The set Di contains the participant internal dependencies in a service network

model, and it is formally defined as:

Di ⊆ P×O×M×R×M×T : ∀(p, o,mo, r,mr, t) ∈ Di : ∃(p, o) ∈ Eo∧∃(p, r) ∈ Er

M is the set of the possible multiplicities, and T are the possible tim-

ings (i.e. the entries of Table 1). Given the participant internal dependency

(p, o,mo, r,mr, t), p denotes the participant, o is the offering of p, mo is the

multiplicity of o, r is the request of p, mr is the multiplicity of r, and t is the

timing.

5 Aligning Service Networks and the Business Process
Management Stack

In order to make a service network happen, its participants have to field and em-

ploy a stack of technologies that are ubiquitous in the current practice of BPM

and SOA like business process- and service composition models, service-oriented

middleware, and software services. Service network models provide an overview

of the relationships among participants while abstracting from the details of how

the interactions among them take place, i.e. the operational details. Conversely,

each business process realizes a part of a service network by specifying the oper-

ational details of the interactions among of some of the network’s participants.
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In general, a single business process model does not convey the entirety of the

information available in a service network model because the business process

(1) depicts operational information about only a part of the service network and

(2) usually does not contain information on business relationships and contracts

that occur between the participants. In other words, service network- and busi-

ness process models have distinct – but related – purposes and perspectives, and

therefore complete each other by tackling different aspects of the interconnec-

tions among businesses.

The interplay of service networks and business processes is such that it should

be possible to create skeletons (i.e. incomplete models) of one from the other. We

call top-down modelling the creation of business process skeletons from service

networks. Conversely, bottom-up modelling is the extraction of service network

skeletons from sets of business process models employed by one or more partici-

pants. The alignment of service network models and the corresponding business

process models is essential. On one hand, the modifications to service network

models must propagate to the related business process models. On the other

hand, service network models should be updated according to the evolution of the

underpinning business processes, which in turn depend on the underlying service

compositions and service infrastructures, see for example [van den Heuvel 08].

To the end of aligning service network- and business process models, this

section (1) shows how service networks relate to the underpinning stack of BPM

and SOA technologies that realize them (Section 5.1), and (2) investigates the

correspondences between the constructs of service network- and business process

models specified using BPMN (Section 5.2).

5.1 The Technology Stack for Enacting Service Networks

The implementation of service network models in terms of real-world software

services is based on the layering of BPM and SOA technologies shown in Fig-

ure 2. The Services layer comprises the set of software services that are available

in the service network. The software services may be realized using SOA stan-

dards like SOAP, WSDL, and other WS-* specifications. Overviews of the tech-

nologies involved in the realization of these services are provided, for example,

in [Weerawarana (05), Papazoglou(07)].

The Service Compositions layer deals with combining existing software ser-

vices into composed, value-added ones. For reasons of space, we can provide only

an overview of the service composition field. We reference the interested reader

to more comprehensive surveys such as [Dustdar 05, Wetzstein 08].

In the state-of-the-art of SOA there are two main and most popular ap-

proaches to service composition: service orchestration and service choreography

[Peltz 03, Busi 05, Barros 05]. Orchestration and choreography are two flips of

the same coin: orchestration specifies a service composition from the local point
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Figure 2: The technology stack for enacting service networks

of view of one single software service (the one that composes the others), while

choreography assumes a global perspective on the service composition. On one

hand, service orchestration is the service composition approach in which a new

software service is created by invoking the composed software services and com-

bining their outputs in some meaningful way. The internal logic of the new

software service is specified using process flow languages, most notably the Web

Service Business Process Execution Language (WS-BPEL)3.

Service choreography specifies the ordering/sequencing of message-based con-

versations that are carried out by the composed software services. As opposed

to service orchestration, each of the composed services is defined in terms of its

perceived messaging behavior (called role), and its actual internal logic is not

defined. Service choreographies are currently specified using languages and nota-

tions like BPEL4Chor [Decker 08] and Web Services Choreography Description

Language (WS-CDL)4.

The Business Process Models layer builds on the technologies and approaches

specifies at the underpinning layers and deals with modelling abstract business

processes. Abstract business process models are not executable, implementation-

agnostic models of how the participants carry out the complex functionalities

they provide. For example, abstract business process models define the ordering

of the activities and interactions that are undertaken by the participants in order

3 The WS-BPEL specification is available at: http://docs.oasis-open.org/wsbpel/
2.0/wsbpel-v2.0.html

4 The WS-CDL v1.0 specification is available at: http://www.w3.org/TR/ws-cdl-10/
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Service Network Constructs BPMN Constructs

Participants Pools

Service Offerings & Service Offering

Ownerships

Lanes and workflows

Service Requests & Service Request

Ownerships

Lanes and workflows

Service Providings implicitly modeled in the interactions

among workflows of providers and con-

sumers

Service Providing Dependencies implicitly modeled in the interactions

among workflows of providers and con-

sumers

Contracts no corresponding construct

Business Relationships (e.g. Affilia-

tion and Subordination)

no corresponding construct

Participant Internal Dependencies implicitly modeled in the way related

offerings and requests are grouped in

workflows and lanes

Table 2: Correspondences between Service Network and BPMN constructs

to execute the business processes. The aim of abstract process models is mainly

to document and communicate how functionalities are going to be provided from

a high level of abstraction. In order to be executed, abstract business processes

are refined as service compositions, and deployed on the service infrastructure

at the Services layer. The Business Process Models layer employs notations like

the Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN)5 and Abstract BPEL, which

is a subset of WS-BPEL that is also used at the Service Composition layer.

Finally, the Service Network layer sits on top of the Business Process Mod-

els layer, providing the means of analyzing, simulating and optimizing service

networks.

5.2 Aligning Service Network and Business Process Models

Unlike business process models, service network ones abstract from the opera-

tional details of the processes (e.g. workflows) and focus on the business relation-

ships occurring among the participants, the participants’ offerings and requests

of services, and the service providings and the relative contracts. The difference

in focus and complementarity of service network- and business process models

implies in the need of aligning them as one or the other changes in order to

preserve the consistency.

5 The BPMN v1.2 specification is available at: http://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/1.2.
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As a first step towards achieving this alignment, in this section we outline

the correspondences between the constructs in service network- and business

process models. We assume BPMN version 1.2 as the modeling notation for

abstract business process models. It is outside the scope of this paper to provide

formal means of transforming from service network- to business process models

and vice versa. The interested reader will find an initial investigation of how

service network models are refined to abstract business processes in our previous

work [Bitsaki 08b].

The relations between service network- and abstract business process models

are exemplified using the subset of the running example highlighted in Figure 3

and the corresponding BPMN business process that models shown in Figure 4.

Table 2 summarizes our findings, which are detailed in the remainder of the

section.

5.2.1 Service Network Constructs Explicitly Mapped to BPMN

Each service network participant is mapped to a BPMN pool. For each service

offering and service request we create a lane in the participant’s pool. In BPMN,

a pool can contain multiple distinct workflows, each one included in a lane.

In a sense, BPMN lanes are a way to define for the same participant multiple

processes. The lanes of a pool can be related through control flows or other types

of associations (e.g. events).

Service offerings and requests are mapped to lanes. Since lanes in BPMN

are contained in pools, there is no need to explicitly represent service offering-

and request ownerships. The workflow in each lane specifies the logic for real-

izing one or more service offerings and requests of one participant. If a service

offering of a participant is related to some service requests by the means of par-

ticipant internal dependencies, the relative operational logic of that participant

that deals with the connected service offering and requests can be expressed by

a single workflow. In other words, participant internal dependencies do not have

a directly corresponding construct in BPMN, but are instead used to “cluster”

the service offering and requests they relate in lanes. Consider for example the

SomeTunes Division in Figure 4. The “Sell Anthropoids Apps Offering” has a

participant internal dependency on the “Payment Service Request”. Because

of the clustering of the operational logic realizing service requests and offer-

ings related by participant internal dependencies, there is no dedicated lane for

‘Payment Service Request” and instead its logic is incorporated in the “Sell

Anthropoids Apps Offering” lane.

As anticipated in the beginning of the section, service network models provide

no information concerning the details of the logic that realizes service requests

and offerings of participants. We have refined the workflows of Alice and Some-

Tunes in Figure 4 for explanatory purposes. What can be generally generated
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Figure 3: The subset of the running example that we use to explain the mapping

between constructs of service network- and abstract business process models
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in terms of BPMN from a service network model are trivial workflows that con-

tain subprocesses, e.g. in the case of the lanes of PayDude, OverlordCard and

Snowstorm Publisher. The message exchanges connecting the workflows of the

participants are also approximated. We assumed that whatever may be the logic

of the workflows of PayDude, OverlordCard and Snowstorm Publisher, they

would engage in message-based conversations with SomeTunes and Alice. We

represent these message-based interactions as message flows in Figure 4.

5.2.2 Service Network Constructs not Explicitly Mapped to BPMN

Service providings and their dependencies are implicitly represented in BPMN

by the interactions among the workflows of service requests and offerings of the

participants. For example, the service providing “Providing of Applications” is

represented in BPMN by the interactions between the “Sell Anthropoid Apps

Offering” lane of SomeTunes and Alice’s “Buy Anthropoid Apps” request.

In similar fashion to service providings, participant internal dependencies

and the associated temporal relations are implicitly modelled in the workflows

that represent the service requests and offerings of one participant. The tempo-

ral dependencies between workflows that do not interact with each other cannot

be modeled in BPMN. This is for example the case of the “before” temporal

dependency between “Acquire Anthropoid Apps Request” and “Sell Anthro-

poid Apps Offering”. For explanatory purposes we have modeled this temporary

dependency using an informal notation (shown in the BPMN model).

BPMN cannot represent some of the constructs of service networks, namely

business relations and their contracts, and the contracts associated with the ser-

vice providings. We underline that this is not an issue of service network models,

BPMN, or their interaction, but it is merely a consequence of the differences of

their scopes. BPMN focuses on the operational dimension of a business pro-

cess, i.e. the ordering of activities in the workflows. Contracts, instead, pertain

to the legal aspect of business processes. Some aspects of contracts, such as

the deadlines for the provisioning of service, can be reflected in the operational

specification of business processes, e.g. using timers in BPMN. Other type of con-

tractual obligations like non-competition clauses find no natural representation

in BPMN.

6 Related Work

Service networks are a multidisciplinary subject, and authors from various com-

munities have been investigating them from different perspectives. A compre-

hensive overview of the related work on the various aspects of service networks

would require a survey. For reasons of space we limit ourselves to the modelling

notations for service networks that have been proposed so far.
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Allee proposes a graph-based notation to model value flows inside a net-

work of business entities [Allee 00]. The value flows from an entity to the other

through the exchange of goods and services, knowledge (e.g. customer data),

or intangible benefits (for example improved branding). The proposed notation

takes into account only the value flows among the business entities, and does

not consider either other types of business or technical relations, hence limiting

the synergies with the technology stack and the related practices.

In the same lines of Allee’s work, Gordijn and Akkermans propose e3value,

a sophisticated graphical notation to describe the economical aspect of value

propositions of e-business models [Gordijn 01]. Other works in the area of value

flow modelling are, for example, the contributions of Biem and Caswell [Biem 08],

and Andersson et al. [And. 05]. Our work is orthogonal to the ones on value flows.

Potentially, value models can be super-imposed to our service network models in

order to, for example, estimate the profitability of the networks. Moreover, the

analysis methods and change operators for service networks could be correlated

with their equivalents for value flows, thus bringing together the operational and

value aspects of service networks.

Steen et al. propose Rapid Service Develepment (RDS), a notation to describe

interactions of actors in networked enterprises [Steen 02]. Instead of dealing with

services, they model exchanges of information, goods and money, collectively re-

ferred to as “items”. Items and exchanges over bilateral channels that connect

the actors that perform the exchanges. Our formalism and RDS have consider-

able differences in their scopes. RDS focuses rather on the operational side of

service networks by modelling the behaviour of the participants using a basic

workflow notation – an aspect that we consider out of the scope of a service

network model, and delegate to dedicated notations like BPMN. Moreover, RDS

does not consider the contracts that bind the participants, which we find of great

importance in service networks.

The work of [Blau 09] proposes a formalism for modeling Service Value Net-

works (SVNs) as a demand-driven, ad-hoc network of providers and their ser-

vice offerings. Each SVN model targets the satisfaction of one (complex) service

request. The SVN is represented as a graph that describes all the feasible combi-

nations of service offerings that may satisfy the given service request. The best

alternative is then selected by e.g. aggregated price. The scope of our work and

the SVNs is different, in that we support the modeling of business relationships

among participants, while [Blau 09] treats only the selection process of poten-

tial service compositions for the satisfaction of a service request. In this respect,

the SVN selection mechanism could be applied to highlight potential short-term

ad-hoc service providing in the service networks.

The aspect of business relationships among participants has been investi-

gated by Telang and Singh, who propose a formulation of service networks –
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called business models – defined as sets of business relationships among agents

(that are equivalent to our participants) [Telang 09]. In their work the agents

have goals and capabilities, i.e. abstractions of tasks that the agents can per-

form. Each business relation imposes commitments on two or more agents that

are satisfied by the execution of the required tasks. Business model commitments

can be manipulated using change operators such as creation, delegation, detach-

ment and cancellation. On the basis of their formalization of business models,

the authors investigate four recurring patterns in business models: outsourcing,

unilateral commitment, commercial transaction, and standing service contract.

Assuming process models specified by the means of UML sequence diagrams, the

authors define methods for verifying (1) the satisfactions in the process models

of the commitments specified in a business model, and (2) the achievement of the

actors’ goals. In a sense, agents, commitments and capabilities can be mapped to

participants, service providing and their contracts, and service offerings respec-

tively. With respect to our work, the business models of Telang and Singh focus

on goal modelling, whereas we provide more flexible constructs to model the ser-

vice network-level interactions among the participants. In principle it would be

possible to bridge between the two approaches and bring goal modelling to our

formalism for service networks. However, this would compromise the separation

of concerns that we wish to infuse in our approach by trespassing the domain of

business strategy modelling.

7 Summary

Service networks are a promising multidisciplinary field that has recently at-

tracted a considerable amount of interest and research efforts. In this paper

we have discussed aspects of service networks modelling in relation with the

practices of Business Process Management (BPM) and Service Oriented Archi-

tecture (SOA). We have presented a formalism to model service networks with

the emphasis on software services and the interplay of service requests, offerings

and providings among the participants. The concepts presented in this work

have been exemplified using a running example depicting the service network

surrounding a fictional online media store.

We have underlined the paramount relevance of two aspects of the (future)

practice of service networks modelling: (1) analysis and (2) change management.

The state of the art of analysis methods for service networks is still in its infancy

and it is currently mostly focused on the value flows among the participants.

However, more refined and wide-reaching analysis methods are needed in order

to render service networks into a valuable tool for supporting strategic business

decisions and the management of the enterprises. In particular, we believe that

the future research will need to investigate the optimization of aspects of ser-

vice networks stemming from both the technical and economical perspectives.
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Moreover, the optimization methods will necessarily support both local (i.e. a

subset of the participants) and global (i.e. optimizing the entirety of the network)

perspectives.

The ultimate goal of analysis methods is to outline what to modify service

network models to reach a goal (e.g. value-flow optimization). However, to apply

those modifications to actual service networks and the technology infrastructure

that realizes them, there is the need of a comprehensive approach to the change

management of service network. Such change management will have to embrace

and deal with all the technological layers of service networks and their implemen-

tations. In this work we have laid the foundations for the change management of

service networks by investigating the correspondences between the constructs of

the service networks modelling formalism we proposed and the ones provided to

business process modelling by the Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN)

version 1.2.
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